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ABSTRACT: Recently, hydroperoxy amides were identified as major products of
OH-initiated autoxidation of tertiary amines in the atmosphere. The formation
mechanism is analogous to that found for ethers and sulfides but substantially
faster. However, the atmospheric fate of the hydroperoxy amides remains
unknown. Using high-level theoretical methods, we study the most likely OH-
initiated oxidation pathways of the hydroperoxy and dihydroperoxy amides derived
from trimethylamine autoxidation. Overall, we find that the OH-initiated oxidation
of the hydroperoxy amides predominantly leads to the formation of imides under
NO-dominated conditions and more highly oxidized hydroperoxy amides under
HO2-dominated conditions. Unimolecular reactions are found to be surprisingly
slow, likely due to the restricting, planar structure of the amide moiety.

1. INTRODUCTION
Amines are emitted to the atmosphere from a range of sources
including animal husbandry and biomass burning.1 Methyl-
amines (methylamine, dimethylamine, and trimethylamine)
dominate the emissions and their combined annual emission is
estimated to be 285 ± 78 Gg N.1,2 Given the proposed use of
amines for carbon capturing, atmospheric amine emissions
may increase in the future.3−5 Hence, the atmospheric
oxidation of amines has received some attention, especially
with a focus on bimolecular reactions and the formation of
carcinogenic nitramines and nitrosamines.4,6,7 However, it has
recently been found that the peroxy radicals formed in the
initial amine oxidation steps may instead react via fast
unimolecular hydrogen shift (H-shift) reactions initiating
autoxidation.8−11 For the tertiary amines, this pathway is
expected to dominate the oxidation under most atmospheric
conditions.8,10,11 For primary and secondary amines, the
autoxidation pathway is limited by reactions preceding
formation of the thermalized peroxy radicals.4,7,8,12 One
theoretical study9 suggested that the autoxidation of tertiary
amines may be hampered by decomposition reactions, but the
significance of those pathways seems to be overestimated.8,10,11

The efficient autoxidation of amines was initially proposed
by theory for trimethylamine (TMA) and was confirmed by
free-jet flow experiments of the TMA + OH reaction in which
functionalization of all three methyl groups was observed.8

Recently, efficient autoxidation under atmospheric conditions
has also been observed for triethylamine (TEA).11 The
previous combined theoretical and experimental results suggest
that autoxidation is likely the dominant atmospheric oxidation
pathway for tertiary amines under most atmospheric
conditions.8,10,11 The fast autoxidation suggests that hydro-
peroxy amides are the dominant products from TMA and TEA
autoxidation, which is consistent with the molecular masses

observed by chemical ionization mass spectrometry in the free-
jet flow experiments.8,10,11 This newly identified hydroperoxy
amide product class is analogous to the ketohydroperoxides
observed as key intermediates in for example low-temperature
combustion of ethers and hydrocarbons.13−18 For the ethers,
the same products may be formed in the atmosphere via either
autoxidation or Criegee intermediates reacting with carboxylic
acids.8,16,19,20

Similarly, it has recently been found that autoxidation may
account for 30−60% of the atmospheric oxidation of the
important compound dimethyl sulfide (DMS) leading to the
formation of the corresponding ketohydroperoxide known as
hydroperoxymethyl thioformate (HPMTF).21−25 This product
has been observed experimentally during both flow cell and
environmental chamber experiments.22,25,26 Additionally, the
NASA Atmospheric Tomography (ATom) campaigns 3 and 4
measured HPMTF as a ubiquitous sulfur compound in the
global marine environment.22,23 Under cloud-free conditions,
reaction with OH is expected to dominate the atmospheric loss
of HPMTF.24,27 Theoretical results suggest that at room
temperature, abstraction from the CHO group dominates
followed by abstraction from the OOH group, while
abstraction from the CH2OOH group is a minor pathway.21,25

To the best of our knowledge, the atmospheric fate of the
newly identified hydroperoxy amides has not been studied. As
found for HPMTF and other small, highly oxidized
compounds, important loss mechanisms may include hetero-
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geneous uptake, photolysis, or reaction with atmospheric
radicals of which OH is expected to dominate during daytime
and NO3 during nighttime.4,28 The same mechanism of H-
abstraction is expected for the reaction with OH, Cl, and NO3,
and the reaction with O3 is expected to be negligible, as found
for simple methyl amides.28

Here, we study the OH-initiated oxidation of the hydro-
peroxy amide and dihydroperoxy amide formed from
trimethylamine autoxidation. For completeness, we study the
subsequent reactions following abstraction of all unique
hydrogen atoms in an attempt to form a complete mechanism
leading to the next generation of closed-shell species.

2. METHODS
Reaction rate coefficients of the studied unimolecular reactions
are calculated using the theoretical multiconformer transition
state theory (MC-TST) approach for peroxy and alkoxy radical
unimolecular reactions.29,30 For a subset of the reactions, the
final barrier height is calculated at a slightly lower level of ab
initio theory. A brief description of the approach is given here.
Initially, an arbitrary conformer of reactant and transition

state (TS) is optimized at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level
(abbreviated B3LYP) using Gaussian 16.31−36 Based on the
optimized structures, a conformer search is performed using
the Merck Mechanics Force Field (MMFF) in Spartan’18.37,38

For the TS conformer searches, bond lengths of 3 bonds
involved in the reactions are constrained. All conformer
searches are carried out using a systematic 3-fold conformer
search (“searchmethod = systematic”) and keeping all
identified conformers (“keepall”). For radical species, the
additional keyword “ffhint=X∼∼+0” is used to specify the
charge of the radical atom X to be 0.29 All resulting conformers
are optimized at the B3LYP level in Gaussian. For the TSs, a
constrained optimization with the same constraints as those for
the conformer sampling is performed first, followed by a free
TS optimization. Frequency analyses are carried out to ensure
that a minimum or first-order saddle point on the potential
energy surface is located. Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)
calculations for the lowest-energy TS structure are done to
validate the nature of each TS.
After the B3LYP optimizations, duplicate conformers are

removed, by comparing their electronic energies and dipole
moments.29,39 All unique conformers (energies differing by

more than 10−5 Hartree and dipole moments differing by more
than 0.015 D) with electronic energies within 2 kcal/mol of
the lowest-energy conformer are optimized at the ωB97X-D/
aug-cc-pVTZ (abbreviated ωB97X-D) level.40−42 The resulting
energies and vibrational frequencies at this level are used to
calculate the relative energies between conformers and their
partition functions using the harmonic oscillator, rigid-rotor
approximation. For the lowest-energy conformer of both
reactant and TS, a spin-restricted open-shell CCSD(T)-F12a/
VDZ-F12//ωB97X-D/aug-cc-pVTZ level (abbreviated CCSD-
(T)-F12a) single-point energy calculation is done using
MOLPRO 2012.1 to obtain a more accurate barrier
height.43−48 This is done only for the initial reactions, while
rate coefficients for the alkoxy reactions and subsequent
reactions are calculated with barrier heights at the ωB97X-D/
aug-cc-pVTZ level. This is expected to increase the uncertainty
by about a factor of 10, which could affect which reaction
pathway dominates some of the later oxidation steps. For
competing reactions which share the reactant, the relative
uncertainty is lower than the uncertainty in the MC-TST.30,49

For the hydroperoxy H-shifts, the barrier heights are also
calculated using ωB97X-D/aug-cc-pVTZ to avoid convergence
issues previously encountered for these reactions and because
they are fast enough that the absolute rates are less
important.50 As recommended with the VDZ-F12 basis set,
the CCSD(T)-F12a calculations were done using gem_beta =
0.9.47

A tunneling coefficient is calculated using the asymmetrical
one-dimensional Eckart approach.51 Initially, an IRC calcu-
lation is performed on the B3LYP geometry of the TS
conformer with the lowest zero-point corrected electronic
energy at the ωB97X-D level. The IRC end points are
optimized using first B3LYP followed by ωB97X-D. Finally, a
single-point energy calculation is done at the CCSD(T)-F12a
level. The Eckart tunneling factor is then calculated from
barrier heights with CCSD(T)-F12a electronic energies and
ωB97X-D zero-point corrections and the ωB97X-D imaginary
TS frequency.

Finally, reaction rate coefficients, k, are calculated at 298.15
K using MC-TST:29,52

Figure 1. OH-initiated autoxidation of TMA leading to the formation of DHPA and the E and Z isomers of HPA. Rate coefficients of the
unimolecular reactions are calculated using MC-TST at 298.15 K. The overall k2b rate is 0.13 s−1 (Section S1).8
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κ is the Eckart tunneling coefficient, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, T is the temperature, h is Planck’s constant, ΔE is the
relative zero-point corrected energy of a given TS or reactant
conformer, and Q is its partition function. ETS − ER is the zero-
point corrected energy difference between the lowest-energy
TS and reactant conformers. The two sums are over all
included TS and reactant conformers, respectively. MC-TST
inherently calculates rate coefficients at the high-pressure limit.
For fast alkoxy reactions, this has previously been found to lead
to rate coefficients overestimated by up to a factor of 3 at
atmospheric pressure.30,53−56 For peroxy radical H-shifts, the
deviation from the high-pressure limit has previously been
found to be negligible at atmospheric pressure.49,57−59

For a few of the peroxy radical H-shifts, the rate coefficient
of the reverse reaction was also calculated. In agreement with
other systems previously studied in the literature, these reverse
H-shifts are all found to be too slow to be of atmospheric
importance (Table S10).50,60 Thus, reverse peroxy radical H-
shifts are generally not considered. Throughout this work, we
have assumed O2-addition to alkyl radicals to be barrierless and
occur with a rate coefficient on the order of 10−11 cm3

molecules−1 s−1, in agreement with rate coefficients for
amine-derived alkyl radicals in literature.61

Product yield distributions for different atmospheric life-
times are modeled using Kintecus with unimolecular rate
coefficients calculated here.62 The reaction mechanisms are
modeled at 298.15 K, with varying NO concentrations and a
bimolecular NO rate coefficient of 8.73 × 10−12 molecules
cm−3 s−1. The initial peroxy radical distribution depends on
which abstraction pathway is considered. The product
concentrations at the final time point of 103 s were plotted
as a function of NO concentration.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As shown in Figure 1, the OH-initiated autoxidation of TMA
leads to the formation of a hydroperoxy amide [HPA, N-
(hydroperoxymethyl)-N-methylformamide)] and a dihydro-
peroxy amide [DHPA, N,N-bis(hydroperoxymethyl)-
formamide]. In this autoxidation sequence, OH loss from the
α-hydroperoxy alkyl radicals is assumed to be instantaneous, as
previously found in the literature for comparable systems.63,64

For most atmospheric conditions, the dihydroperoxy amide is
expected to be the major product given the rate coefficients k2a
and k2b of the two competing 1,5 H-shifts (Figure 1 and Table
S1). The dominance of the dihydroperoxy amide and the
corresponding peroxy radical over the hydroperoxy amide and
peroxy radical has been observed in free-jet flow experiments.10

As is typical for autoxidation, the H-shifts in this autoxidation
sequence have previously been found to be highly temperature-
dependent.8,10,65 Analogous HPA and DHPA products were
also found to dominate the OH oxidation in TEA.11

The previous studies identifying the atmospheric formation
of the hydroperoxy amide HPA have considered it as a single
product.8−10 However, the N−CHO bond in the planar
amides is known to exhibit a partial double bond character
caused by resonance (Figure S1).66 For interconversion
between the two geometric isomers of HPA, we calculated
torsional barriers of 14.6 and 15.7 kcal/mol, respectively, at the

CCSD(T)-F12a level of theory. For comparison, experimen-
tally determined torsional barriers for single bonds in simple
organic molecules are a few kcal/mol.67,68 The MC-TST rate
coefficient for interconversion between E- and Z-HPA isomers
is on the order of 0.5 s−1 (Figure 1). Where applicable, we
consider the two geometric isomers, E and Z, separately. As the
absolute E/Z configuration changes during oxidation, we use
instead arbitrary labels a and b to distinguish between the two
geometric isomers. Due to a slightly lower reaction barrier, the
H-shift leading to b-HPA formation is faster than that leading
to a-HPA formation by about a factor of 10 (Figure 1 and
Table S1), and thus, initially, b-HPA will predominantly be
formed. The total calculated rate of HPA formation (0.13 s−1,
Figure 1) is slightly different from the sum of the Z- and E-
HPA formation pathways due to slight differences in the
energies at different levels of theory and tunneling effects
(Section S1). The total rate coefficient also differs slightly from
the previously published value at the same level of theory due
to the identification of an additional conformer here.8 While b-
HPA is formed much faster, the equilibrium abundances of the
a and b isomers are more comparable, as reflected in the
relative rate coefficients of their interconversion (Figure 1).
Our modeling suggests that once formed, an equilibrium
distribution between b and a of about 60:40 is reached in
approximately 10 s (Figure S2).

Given the very recent identification of hydroperoxy amides
as potentially important atmospheric species, no rate
coefficients for their reaction with OH exist in the literature
yet. Here, we will assume that HPA and DHPA react with OH
with the same rate coefficient as the corresponding amide
without the hydroperoxy group, N,N-dimethylformamide
((CH3)2NCHO), that is, (1.4 ± 0.3) × 10−11 cm3 molecule−1

s−1 at room temperature.4,69 This assumption is based on
experimentally inferred modeling for the analogous sulfur
compound, HPMTF.24,27 The assumed rate for HPA and
DHPA with OH is in the typical range of rate coefficients for
amides + OH, which spans (0.35−2.15) × 10−11 cm3

molecules−1 s−1.4 This rate coefficient assumption is uncertain,
but does not affect the mechanism, only the atmospheric
lifetime of HPA and DHPA. With typical atmospheric OH
concentrations of about 106 molecules cm−3, the pseudo-first-
order rate coefficient for the reaction of HPA and DHPA with
OH is 1.4 × 10−5 s−1 corresponding to a lifetime for loss by
OH of about 20 hours. Since the a/b equilibration is reached
on timescales of seconds, these are expected to react with OH
from their equilibrium distribution rather than the nascent
distribution (Figure S2). Throughout this work, we will assume
that the a and b isomers react bimolecularly with the same rate
coefficients as calculation of these bimolecular rate coefficients
with sufficient accuracy to reliably distinguish them is
challenging and is expected to be of little overall importance
for the conclusions of this manuscript. However, the
unimolecular rate coefficients strongly depend on the
distinction between a and b and are calculated for both
isomers.
3.1. Initial Hydrogen Abstraction. HPA has four distinct

hydrogen atoms that can be abstracted in the initial reaction
with OH: −CHO, −CH3, CH2OOH, and −OOH (Figure 2).
For N,N-dimethylformamide corresponding to HPA without
the hydroperoxy group, abstraction from both the methyl
groups and the carbonyl group has been observed.12,28,69 For
completeness, we include the subsequent reactions of all
pathways. However, abstraction from the hydroperoxy
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methylene group, is assumed to lead to prompt termination by
loss of OH and formation of the imide, N-formyl-N-
methylformamide (Figure 2) based on literature results for
similar systems.63,64 DHPA has only three different H-
abstraction pathways, −CHO, −CH2OOH, and −OOH, of
which abstraction of the CH2OOH hydrogen leads directly to
te rmina t ion by OH loss fo rming N - fo rmy l -N -
(hydroperoxymethyl)formamide (Figure S3).
3.2. DHPA Oxidation. 3.2.1. Hydroperoxy Hydrogen

Abstraction. Both calculations and experiments show that the
dihydroperoxy amide is the dominant autoxidation product
from TMA (Figure 1) and analogously for TEA under pristine
atmospheric conditions.8,10,11 As shown in Figure 3,
abstraction of an H atom from either of the two hydroperoxy

groups may form either the a or the b peroxy radical. These
peroxy radicals may interconvert via either the torsion reaction
with rate coefficients on the order of 3 s−1 or much faster via
rapid OOH hydrogen shifts with rate coefficients on the order
of 5 × 104 s−1 (Figure S4).70−72 The latter reaction quickly
leads to a steady-state peroxy radical distribution slightly
favoring the a-peroxy radical.

The a and b peroxy radicals may react either bimolecularly
with for example NO, HO2, or RO2 or unimolecularly via 1,5
H-shift reactions. For both peroxy radicals, we calculate the 1,5
H-shifts to be surprisingly slow (Figure 3) compared to similar
1,5 H-shifts in amines and hydrocarbons.8,60 Thus, we expect
both of the peroxy radicals to react bimolecularly, leading
primarily to the hydroperoxy amide alkoxy radicals with a
distribution determined by the relative stability of the two
peroxy radicals, that is, favoring a (Figure S4).

The rate of the bimolecular peroxy radical reactions depends
on the concentration of the reaction partners. The lower limit
for the pseudo-first-order rate coefficient is on the order of
10−2 s−1 corresponding to pristine atmospheric condi-
tions.73−76 This corresponds to for example [NO] = 50 ppt
with k(RO2 + NO) = 8.5 × 10−12 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 or
[HO2] = 20 ppt with k(RO2 + NO) = 2 × 10−11 cm3

molecule−1 s−1. Local NO concentrations may be lower than
50 ppt, but under such conditions, reactions with HO2 or even
RO2 would still result in lower-limit peroxy radical pseudo-
first-order rate coefficients of about 10−2 s−1.77−79 Under more
polluted conditions, NO concentrations tend to be higher,
increasing the overall pseudo-first-order rate coefficient of the
bimolecular peroxy radical reactions and thus the importance
of bimolecular reactions.76 The reaction of the peroxy radicals
with NO is expected to predominantly lead to the
corresponding alkoxy radicals, with a small (∼5%) yield of
the corresponding organonitrates.10,75 The reaction with HO2
is expected to predominantly form hydroperoxides rather than
alkoxy radicals, terminating the radical propagation.75,80 The
reaction with other peroxy radicals, RO2, may form alkoxy
radicals, alcohols, aldehydes, or accretion products (ROOR),
but is expected to have a minor overall importance. For
simplicity, most reaction schemes throughout this work show
only the bimolecular peroxy radical reactions with NO forming
alkoxy radicals and a pseudo-first-order rate coefficient of 10−2

s−1, representing a lower limit. The expected products under
HO2-dominated conditions are discussed in Section 3.5. In
Figure 4, we illustrate the products and intermediates as a
function of the bimolecular peroxy radical lifetime (exemplified
by the NO concentration). The reaction mechanism is
modeled in Kintecus62 from the peroxy radicals with an initial
50:50 ratio of the a/b isomers assuming equal abstraction from
either OOH group. The products and intermediates from the
unimolecular reactions become important only for bimolecular
lifetimes greater than about 100 s (Figure 4), but such long
lifetimes are uncommon in the atmosphere.76

3.2.2. Carbonyl Hydrogen Abstraction. Abstraction of the
carbonyl hydrogen (CHO) in DHPA forms an acyl radical
(Figure 5). For comparable radicals formed from aldehydes,
loss of CO tends to be fast and for HPMTF formed in DMS
autoxidation, this pathway dominates following abstraction of
the carbonyl H.21,25,81 However, we calculate the CO loss
reaction from this system to have an MC-TST rate coefficient
of 5 × 10−5 s−1 and thus be completely negligible (Figure S5).
The slow reaction is likely due to the partial double bond
character of the C−N bond. Similarly, concerted loss of OH

Figure 2. Pathways for H-abstraction by OH for a-HPA. The same
pathways exist for b-HPA.

Figure 3. Initial oxidation steps following H-abstraction from either of
the hydroperoxy groups in DHPA (black box). The expected major
alkoxy radical intermediates are shown in red boxes, and minor
closed-shell products are shown in dashed boxes. Rate coefficients of
the unimolecular reactions are calculated using the MC-TST
approach at 298.15 K. Less important pathways are shown in gray.
Bimolecular rate coefficients of the peroxy radicals are estimated at
lower-limit values based on the literature.
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and formaldehyde is calculated to be negligible, as is also found
in the oxidation of HPMTF in the absence of excess
energy.21,25 Instead, the addition of molecular oxygen forms
an acyl peroxy radical. As observed for hydrocarbon hydro-
peroxy acyl peroxy radicals in the literature, a H-shift
abstracting the hydroperoxy hydrogen is fast and the
equilibrium strongly favors the peroxy acid.72 As found in
the hydroperoxy H-abstraction pathway, the formed peroxy
radical rapidly converts between the a and b isomers (Figure
3). Again, at lifetimes shorter than 100 s, both peroxy radicals
react almost exclusively bimolecularly, in this case leading to

the formation of hydroperoxy peroxy acid alkoxy radicals
(Figure S6).
3.3. HPA Oxidation. The initial reactions following H-

abstraction from HPA are largely analogous to those in DHPA
but generally result in less oxidized alkoxy radicals given the
less oxidized starting compound. As observed for DHPA, our
calculations suggest that the only atmospherically competitive
unimolecular peroxy radical reactions are H-shifts abstracting
from hydroperoxy groups. Thus, the expected major initial
intermediates are alkoxy radicals formed by bimolecular
reactions of peroxy radicals with NO. The results are
summarized in Figure 6, with details given in Section S3 for
each of the abstraction pathways.
3.4. Alkoxy Radical Reactions. The initial steps following

H-abstraction from DHPA and HPA (Figures 3, 5, and 6) are
expected to primarily lead to two imides (formyl amides,
nitrogen centers to which two carbonyl groups are bonded)
and four unique amide-derived alkoxy radicals (Figure 7), each
formed as some mixture of a and b (see Figures S13 and S14
for details). The alkoxy radicals have varying degrees of
oxidation ranging from 2 to 6 oxygen atoms in total. In the
atmosphere, alkoxy radicals typically react either unimolecu-
larly by H-shifts or decomposition reactions or bimolecularly
via H-abstraction by O2 to form carbonyl compounds and
HO2. The rate of the bimolecular reaction with O2 is relatively
independent of the nature of the alkoxy radical, with pseudo-
first-order rate coefficients on the order of 5 × 104 s−1 under
typical atmospheric conditions.82 This parametrization is based
on results for alkyl alkoxy radicals and the rate coefficients may
be different for species containing heteroatoms such as the
ones studied here, introducing additional uncertainty.83 The
rate coefficients of the unimolecular reactions, on the other
hand, depend strongly on the structure of the alkoxy
radical.82,84,85

As for the peroxy radicals, we find that the different amide-
derived alkoxy radicals follow similar reaction patterns. The
possible reactions are illustrated in Figures 8 and 9 for A1 and
A2, respectively, with mechanisms for A3 and A4, shown in

Figure 4. Relative yields of intermediates following H-abstraction
from an OOH group in DHPA as a function of bimolecular lifetime of
the peroxy radicals exemplified by reaction with NO. Modeled in
Kintecus,62 based on the mechanism presented in Figure 3. Typical
pristine and urban conditions are indicated.76

Figure 5. Oxidation mechanism following H-abstraction from the CHO group in DHPA (black box). Rate coefficients of the unimolecular
reactions are calculated using the MC-TST approach at 298.15 K. The expected major alkoxy radical intermediates are shown in red boxes, and
minor closed-shell products are shown in dashed boxes. Less important pathways are shown in gray. Bimolecular rate coefficients of the peroxy
radicals are estimated lower-limit values based on the literature.
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Section S5. For the largest alkoxy radical, A4, we do not
calculate the rate coefficients of all reactions in the mechanism
but infer the most likely outcome based on the results for the
other three alkoxy radicals. For all alkoxy radicals, we find that
their torsional interconversion rates are too slow to be
atmospherically competitive and they thus retain their initial
a/b distribution.
In Figure 8, we show the reaction pathway of the simplest of

the formed alkoxy radicals, A1, which is formed from the
abstraction of the hydroperoxy hydrogen in HPA followed by a
bimolecular reaction (Figure 6). For both the a and b isomers
of this alkoxy radical, we find that the 1,4 H-shift abstracting
from the methyl group and the decomposition reactions are
too slow to be of atmospheric importance. Relatively slow 1,4
alkoxy H-shifts are in agreement with findings for other
systems in the literature.85 However, for different carbon-based
systems, the decomposition by loss of formaldehyde has been
found to be fast (k > 1 s−1), as opposed to what is found here
for these amide-derived systems.82 This highlights a significant

difference between the formation of a carbon-centered radical
and an amide radical. The 1,4 H-shift abstracting the hydrogen
from the carbonyl group is structurally possible only for the a-
alkoxy radical for which it has an MC-TST rate coefficient of
2.2 × 104 s−1. This reaction is thus expected to be
atmospherically competitive with the bimolecular reaction
with O2. However, from prior reaction steps (Section S3), the
b-A1 radical is expected to be formed predominantly (>70%)
suggesting that this pathway is unlikely to dominate the overall
oxidation of A1. Speculation about the fate of this radical is
given in Figure S18. The expected dominant reaction pathway
for these alkoxy radicals is thus the bimolecular reaction with
O2, forming the three unique isomers of the imide N-formyl-N-
methylformamide.

For the more highly oxidized alkoxy radicals, the oxidation
pathways are more complex, as illustrated in Figure 9 for A2
formed from both HPA and DHPA (more complete reactions
are shown in Figure S15). As observed previously for other
systems, abstraction of a hydroperoxy hydrogen by an alkoxy
radical is extremely fast with calculated MC-TST rate
coefficients above 107 s−1, outcompeting all other reactions.10

Thus, the formation of the hydroxy amide peroxy radical is
expected to be the sole fate of these alkoxy radicals. The newly
formed peroxy radicals interconvert via torsion favoring the b
isomer. Each of the peroxy radicals has a unimolecular reaction
with a rate coefficient of about 10−3 s−1, which could represent
a minor pathway. However, the reaction expected to dominate
their reactivity is the bimolecular reaction with for example
NO forming a new amide-derived hydroxy alkoxy radical. For
the b alkoxy radical, the 1,4 H-shift abstracting from the
carbonyl group is structurally available and this reaction may
represent a minor atmospheric pathway, as found for the
simpler alkoxy radical in Figure 8. However, again, the
dominant route is expected to be reaction with O2 to form
the imide as a mix of a and b isomers.

The remaining two alkoxy radicals, A3 and A4 (Figure 7),
react similarly to A1 and A2, respectively, also forming imides
or substituted imides as the major products (Section S5).
Unimolecular reactions involving the hydrogen on the
hydroperoxy acid group are calculated not to matter.
3.5. Overall Oxidation Mechanism.We find that the rate

coefficients of most unimolecular reactions in the oxidation of
these hydroperoxy amides are too slow to be atmospherically
important. This is in sharp contrast to the amines from which
they are formed and for which the unimolecular peroxy radical
H-shifts are found to be dominant.8,10,11 The likely reason is
that the planar structure imposed by the conjugation between
the nitrogen and carbonyl group leads to large strain in the TS,
increasing its energy and thus the reaction barrier. The

Figure 6. Summary of initial reactions following H-abstraction in HPA (black box). For simplicity, only a-HPA is shown, but the same reactions
dominate for b-HPA. The expected major alkoxy radical intermediates are shown in red boxes, and closed-shell products are shown in dashed
boxes.

Figure 7. Overview of the dominant alkoxy radicals formed from the
OH-initiated oxidation of HPA and DHPA. For the sake of simplicity,
only the a isomer is shown for each. Below each radical, the H-
abstraction pathway(s) leading to its formation is given.

Figure 8. Reactions of alkoxy radical A1 (solid boxes) formed from
the −OOH abstraction channel in HPA. Dominant imide products
are shown in dashed boxes.
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Figure 9. Selected alkoxy reactions of alkoxy radical A2 (solid boxes) formed from both HPA (CH3 abstraction) and DHPA (OOH abstraction).
Dominant imide products are shown in dashed boxes. Less important pathways are shown in gray. Bimolecular rate coefficients of the peroxy
radicals are estimated lower-limit values based on the literature.

Figure 10. Overview of the dominant products formed from the OH-initiated oxidation of HPA and DHPA when the bimolecular reactions of the
peroxy radicals are dominated by NO (first row, black dashed boxes) or HO2 (second row, green dashed boxes). The products from abstraction of
the CH2OOH hydrogen are the same in both cases as this mechanism does not involve a bimolecular reaction step following the initial H-
abstraction by OH. The number of arrows represents the minimum number of reaction steps required to reach the product shown. For simplicity,
only the a-isomers are shown.
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exceptions to the slow unimolecular reactions in these amides
are reactions which are generally very fast in other, less-
constrained systems: hydroperoxy H-shifts from hydroperoxy
groups and alkoxy H-shifts from hydroxy, hydroperoxy, or
aldehyde groups.10,49,71 Most of these reactions remain fast
enough to maintain their atmospheric importance for the
systems studied here.
The dominant reaction pathways are governed by

bimolecular reactions. Overall, the OH-initiated oxidation of
HPA and DHPA under conditions dominated by bimolecular
reactions with NO is found to lead to the formation of a range
of different imides with up to two hydroxy or hydroperoxy
groups (Figure 10). The simplest of the proposed imide
products, N-formyl-N-methyl formamide, which is formed
from OOH and CH2OOH abstraction in HPA under NO-
dominated conditions has been determined experimentally to
be the dominant product (∼70%) in the OH-initiated
oxidation of N,N-dimethylformamide identical to HPA without
the hydroperoxy group.28 The proposed dominant reactions in
N,N-dimethylformamide are analogous to the reaction path-
ways proposed to dominate here but without the added
complexity from the hydroperoxy groups, in support of the
mechanisms identified here.
However, the products of the atmospheric oxidation depend

on the dominant bimolecular reaction partners of the peroxy
radicals formed.79,80 Under pristine conditions where bimo-
lecular reactions of the peroxy radicals with HO2 dominate
over reactions with NO, a new set of hydroperoxy amides
rather than imides are expected to be the dominant products
(Section S6 and Figure 10). This bifurcation is as expected
from the known atmospheric chemistry of NO and HO2.

79,80

As is typical for the competition between NO and HO2 as
bimolecular reaction partners, the products under HO2-
dominated conditions are more highly oxidized (higher O/C
ratios). Additionally, they have hydroperoxy groups, as
opposed to hydroxy groups and formyl groups. Hydroperoxy
groups have been shown to form stronger hydrogen bonds
than hydroxy groups.86 Thus, the products under HO2-
dominated conditions are expected to have lower volatilities
and are likely more susceptible to aerosol uptake. HPA itself
has an O/C ratio of 1, while DHPA has an O/C ratio of 1.67.
Compared to HPA and DHPA themselves, the product pool
under NO-dominated conditions is largely comparable to or
less oxidized, while the product pool under HO2-dominated
conditions is generally at least as highly oxidized as HPA and
DHPA. Assuming that the products in Figure 10 are formed in
comparable amounts, the average O/C ratios under NO-
dominated conditions are 0.92 and 1.33 for the HPA and
DHPA oxidation products, respectively. Under HO2-domi-
nated conditions, the corresponding O/C ratios are 1.25 and
1.78, respectively.
The distribution between the different products under a

given set of conditions will largely depend on the initial site of
H-abstraction, which should be investigated further, optimally
by experimental means. The nascent a/b distribution of the
formed products will further depend on the concentrations of
bimolecular reaction partners in the different oxidation steps
affecting the viability of the torsion reactions. However, as
found for HPA (Figure S2), it is likely that the isomers of the
closed-shell products (Figure 10) will reach a steady state
before further reaction in the atmosphere.
The existing experimental work on TMA oxidation

observing autoxidation and the formation of HPA and

DHPA is performed on timescales of less than 8 s.8,10

Attempts at increasing the OH concentration to accelerate this
process and observe subsequent OH reaction, lead instead to
the formation of hydrotrioxides.87 As such, chamber experi-
ments on the OH-initiated oxidation of TMA over long
timescales are likely necessary to assess the proposed oxidation
mechanisms and possibly extract the branching ratios for the
different pathways. Additionally, studies of the atmospheric
properties of these proposed new products would be necessary
to evaluate their atmospheric impacts and possible degradation
pathways. Given their high degree of functionalization, uptake
into clouds or aerosol particles may represent an important
atmospheric loss pathway of HPA and DHPA, which should be
studied further.88

4. CONCLUSIONS
The atmospheric autoxidation of tertiary amines quickly forms
hydroperoxy amides in large yields. Using multiconformer
transition state theory, we study the oxidation pathways of the
hydroperoxy and dihydroperoxy amides that are formed in the
autoxidation of TMA. We find that given the partial double
bond character of the amide group, the different geometric
isomers (E/Z) need to be considered separately but they may
interconvert. Additionally, the partial double bond constrains
the structure and thus significantly slows the unimolecular H-
shift reactions in the amides. Their oxidation mechanism is
thus governed by bimolecular reactions, in contrast to the
amines from which they are derived. Under high-NO
conditions, the dominant products are expected to be imides
(formyl amides) formed via alkoxy pathways. Under more
pristine conditions characterized by bimolecular HO2 reac-
tions, the dominant products are instead expected to be more
highly oxidized hydroperoxy amides.
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